Film Critic
Coordinator

Presenter

Cinematographer
Film Editor

Consider how teen
pregnancy and gender
is presented in the film

Radio Production

Advertising

Recap and revise
what is needed for
the exam

Broadcasting

Marketing

Apply for University
through UCAS in Film
or media courses

Understand the specialist
writing

Complete a
practice exam

Define independent films and
understand key characterizes

Understand the social
context of Juno

Film Studies A’ Level

EXAM
REVISION
FOR FINAL
GCSE EXAMS

POST-16
PATHWAYS
AND CAREERS
IN FILM
STUDIES

JUNO
INDIE FILM

TERM 2
US
INDEPENDENT
FILM

Compare film forms
from different decades

Understand the key
aspects of 1950s culture

Explore 1980s cinema

REBEL
WITHOUT A
CAUSE
TERM 1
COMPARATIVE
US FILMS

Explore the use of
mise en scene, lighting
and how young people
are presented in the
film
Complete practice
exam paper

FERRIS
BUELLER’S
DAY OFF
Explore how
relationships and
different ages
are presented in
film

Apply Levi – Strauss’
theory of binary opposites

FILM
THEORISTS
Understand the
requirements of an
evaluative analysis

Explore genre and identity of
a film

GENDER
REPRESENTATION
Complete a practice exam
paper

LET THE RIGHT
ONE IN

Use the mark-scheme to improve
exam paper
Revise the content and exam
skills for component 2, section
A and C

Improve screenplays using
teacher feedback
Understand the use of
dialogue in screenplays

TERM 3
GLOBAL NONENGLISH FILM

SCREENPLAY
AND
SHOOTING
SCRIPT

Identify the code and
conventions of each sub-genre
of film

Explore characters in
crime films

GENERIC
CONVENTIONS
OF FILM
Watch Slumdog
Millionaire and explore
narrative techniques

Analyse the technical element
of film and explore the
aesthetics
Explore exam
techniques and
improve responses

Explain:
What is the narrative of
the film Skyfall?

Explore,
respond and
understand
films that are
made out of
the US. They
will feature
countries and
cultures that
may be
unfamiliar and
will focus on
people and
representation

Design:
Designing and creating own
characters

Create a convincing storyline

Explore the Bond franchise

Compare the
opening of both
films together

Watch the set text and
understand the narrative
Understand elements of
and characters
different cultures

YEAR
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Compare the
soundscape in
both films

Explore and identify the
features of the opening
sequence that conform to the
classic Hollywood style

Identify the
genre of the
chosen case
study

Identify key dates in the
film timeline

Research the
work of John
Williams and its
effect on films

Complete a practice
exam

Revise:
Explore and
respond to
exam
Understand the context questions
of a film

Explore the
genre of crime
and its
audiences and
begin to
produce own
material. Use
film to
produce own
opening of a
film.

TERM 2
GENRE AND
CRIME

SLUMDOG
MILLIONAIRE

SKYFALL
JAMES
BOND

YEAR

TERM 1
TECHNICAL
CODES

Evaluate:
How can a film be defined as
British? What is Britishness?
Evaluate:
Independent and
blockbuster films

identify:
Genre of film

Watch:
Range of film clips that
focus on camera angles,
editing, lighting and
sound

Introduction to mise-enscene, cinematography,
editing and sound

10
Introduction to
technical codes of
film

Experience a
variety of films
and develop
your ability to
visualise
stories and
learn the
technical skill
to turn ideas
into film.

